Complete Packaging
Tooling Solutions
from Our World Class
Facilities right here
in Africa - proudly
ISO 9001 since 2008.

Our vision is to be
a world class die
company,
providing the
packaging industry
with press ready
tooling, design and
technical support.

Johannesburg

Cape Town

Unit 13-16
Knightsgate Industrial Park
Cnr Jack and Jonas Rd
Driehoek • Germiston

Unit 6
18 Losak Avenue
Epping
Cape Town

Tel 011 622 2980

Tel 021 534 5391

www.laserpac.co.za

CAD Design,
Development and
Customer Consultation.
Using the latest Cimpack CAD
design system we can quickly
and easily generate carton
designs either from scratch or
from the extensive libraries
and mix and match features
within the program.

Rule Processing of Flat
and Rotary Steel Rules
Our multiple CNC rule
processing lines ensure perfectly
cut and bent steel rules with
broaching to reduce rule joins
for longer die life and improved
on press waste removal during.

Sample making
and Proofing

Rubber Cutting for
Parallel Processing

Stripping Tooling
Production

Tooling Assembly and
Finishing

With 3 CNC sample
cutters installed between
Johannesburg and Cape Town
we offer key customers a full
and confidential R&D service.

CNC and waterjet rubber
cutting means laser
cutting, rule processing
and rubber cutting
are all carried out
simultaneously for faster
turnaround times without
compromising quality.

The Boxplan Easysetter
produces Dynamic
Stripping tools that
reduce premakeready
and enhance stripping
performance at high
speeds.

Despite investing in the highest
levels of automation available in our
industry, a fair amount of assembly
and finishing is still required which is
carried out by our specialist trained
staff members most of whom have
been with our company for more
than 10 years.

Milling of Steel Cutting and
Creasing Plates or Phenolic
Creasing Counters
Steel and Phenolic Creasing
Counterplates milled on our NEW
cutting edge milling machines
from Europe ensure perfect crease
and cut quality as well as carton
accuracy.

Customer Process Support
Laser cutting of Flat and
rotary Dieboards
Our 3 state of the art Lasers
from Germany and the USA
allow us to cut Flat and Rotary
dieboards precisely with a
pulsed beam to ensure the
knives are held securely

Many decades of experience with
manufacturing tooling combined
with ongoing exposure to the latest
global trends and new technology
means that we can offer customers
process assistance on challenging
applications or simply where
productivity needs be improved.

